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Government announces
active travel boost reaction
Commenting on the government announcements to promote active travel,
including proposed changes to the Highway Code that are now out for
consultation, RAC head of roads policy Nicholas Lyes said:

“We are wholly supportive of the package of measures announced today to
boost walking and cycling. We particularly welcome measures to increase
the number of segregated cycle ways to encourage more people on to two
wheels while at the same time protecting them as some of the most
vulnerable road users. We hope these improvements will make a positive
difference in terms of cutting congestion and improving air quality.
“We are also broadly supportive of the proposed Highway Code changes, but
we do have some questions over the practicalities of the right-of-way
advisory changes – but this is purely from the perspective of ensuring the
safety of all road users – cyclists and pedestrians included, and not just
drivers.
"Overall the ambition behind the proposed Highway Code changes is to
make the roads safer for everyone. A part of that is making it crystal clear
we all have a shared responsibility to ensure one another’s safety on the
road – after all, whether you are travelling on foot, on a bicycle or in a
motor vehicle, everybody simply wants to get to their destination as safely
as possible. Many other changes made to the Code, such as recommending
the ‘Dutch reach’ when exiting a vehicle to check for cyclists and taking care
when charging electric vehicles, are also very sound.
“We also welcome the new guidance contained in the Code on the safe
passing of roadside workers. Every day, our patrols and recovery workers
put themselves at risk to help others and the more that can be done to
protect them, the safer that job becomes.
“It’s vital now that every final change made to the Code is well
communicated. While drivers should keep up with changes to the Highway
Code, our research suggests only half (49%) have consulted it at any time in
the last 10 years.”
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About the RAC
The RAC provides complete peace of mind to 12m UK private and business
drivers, whatever their motoring needs. Its services include:
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Breakdown assistance. Its highly-skilled, 1,600-strong branded patrol
workforce attends more than two million breakdowns every year,
fixing on average four out of five vehicles at the roadside. The RAC’s
patrol fleet is one of the most advanced in the UK, and was the first
to roll out both an All-Wheels-Up recovery system, allowing the vast
majority of vehicles to be recovered from a single patrol van, and EV
Boost mobile electric vehicle charging units
Insurance. The RAC is a top-five car insurance broker having
surpassed the 500,000 policies-in-force milestone in 2018. It also
offers ‘black box’ telematics policies, as well as home and travel
insurance
Other motoring services. The RAC leads in the development of new
solutions for business, fleets, electric vehicles and future car
technology. Its additional products and services include a personal
loans offering, a used car buying website, vehicle inspections and
checks, legal services or up-to-the-minute traffic and travel
information. It also has a network of Approved Dealers and Approved
Garages which combine the trust of RAC brand with local service and
convenience

The RAC also works to support the interests of its members and UK drivers
on the most important motoring issues which it identifies via the annual
RAC Report on Motoring and the RAC Opinion Panel. The Report on
Motoring is the longest running analysis of driver opinion in the UK having
been published every year since 1989.
For more information about the RAC, visit the RAC website.

